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It is an oft-told tale that the most famous biological discovery of the late 20th century was made by geologists. In the spring of 1977, a cabal of bearded American oceanographers made
the first daring submersible dives to a deep-sea hydrothermal vent in the east Pacific ocean and filmed, photographed and collected the biology that would make them famous. But it was
no ignominy for the biology community; uninvited on that first expedition they went on to lead the majority of research at vents over the next three decades.
Over 35 years on, it is the geology which may now turn attention back to the deep sea. In 2011 the government of Papua New Guinea granted the world’s first deep-sea mining lease
to a Canadian corporation to extract copper and gold from a hydrothermal vent field. In March 2013, the UK Prime Minister announced UK government support for the mining of
polymetallic nodules in the central Pacific ocean at depths of 4000m.
In this talk, I will summarise our current understanding of biodiversity at deep-sea hydrothermal vents, and compare it with the soft-sediment, muddy habitats that dominate the rest
of the deep seafloor. I will discuss the potential impacts of deep-sea mining and the importance of biological data. I will also outline some of the very newest results from an expedition
this year to the Cayman Trough, the worlds deepest hydrothermal vent, that lies in an exclusive economic zone of the United Kingdom.

Date: Wednesday 3 July 2013
Timings: This lecture will be given at 3pm and 6pm on this day (with tea/coffee served for half an
hour before each), so please let us know, when requesting a place, which talk you would like to attend.
Venue: The Geological Society of London, Burlington House
Entry to this lecture is free to all, but places are allocated on a ballot basis. Please call at reception (to your right) or contact the Society by post, phone, fax or email (see below).
For further information, please contact:
Conference Office, The Geological Society,
Burlington House, Piccadilly, London W1J 0BG
T: 020 7434 9944 F: 020 7494 0579
E: registrations@geolsoc.org.uk
W: www.geolsoc.org.uk/shelllondonlectures13
Follow us on
#shelllecture
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